Alumbaugh, Orvel. Diary and Artifacts, 1918. .15 ft.
Soldier. An 18-page manuscript diary (1918) by PFC Orvel Alumbaugh of Battery A - 344th Field Artillery regarding his experiences in World War I. Alumbaugh was from Whiteoak, Oklahoma. Also included are his dog tags, his belt, a manuscript pass, a group of four medals and insignia, and a printed pamphlet of Battery A Roster.
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1. An 18-page manuscript diary (1918) by PFC Orvel Alumbaugh of Battery A – 344th Field Artillery regarding his experiences in World War I. Alumbaugh was from Whiteoak, Oklahoma. Also includes a manuscript pass, and a printed pamphlet of Battery A Roster.

2. Orvel Alumbaugh’s canvas military belt.

3. Orvel Alumbaugh’s dog tags and four medals from World War I.